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CREATING THE PROJECT 

This document describes the blinky example project using Keil Version 5.25. Some variation depending 
upon your version can be expected, but Keil version 5.x should appear similar. 

Keil uVision and RelChip RC10001 Pack 

Obtain and install Keil uVision tools. This document assumes Keil Version 5.25 or later is installed. (Keil 
version 5.25 was used to develop this tutorial.) 

The Keil tool requires a package to describe each unique microcontroller. Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the 
entry into package installation and management. 

 

 

Figure 1: First Display of the Keil uVision Program 

 

 

Figure 2: The Keil Package Installer Selection 
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Once the package manager starts up (see Figure 3 and Figure 4), you will be able to select the device, 
RC10001. Insure that version 1.0.1 of the RelChip pack is installed. This is indicated by the button 
showing “remove” next to version. You can install and remove multiple versions of the package with this 
tool. 

 

Figure 3: Keil RC10001 Device Selection 

 

 

Figure 4: Keil Package Installation 

If your system is not responding correctly (version not listed), you may have to reload the software 
packages. This is accomplished with Project->Manage->Reload Software Packs as shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Reload Packages 

You also can control which software pack version is used in a project with the Project->Manage->Select 
Software Packs option as shown in Figure 6. For this tutorial, please use this option to insure pack 
version 1.0.1 is being used. (Figure 7). 

 

Figure 6: Select Packages in Keil 
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Figure 7: Pack Version Selection 

 

 

Select Target Device 

When creating a new project, Keil prompts the user to select a target device. If the RelChip RC10000 
Series software pack version 1.0.1 is installed, select the RC10001 as the target device. If not, use the 
Keil Package Installer (described above).  

 

Figure 8: Select Target Device Window 
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Manage Run-Time Environment 

After selecting a target device, Keil prompts the user to select software components. To run the 
blinkyExternal example, select the CMSIS CORE and blinkyExternal Example software components. The 
user can change the selected software components at any time from the Project-> Manage-> Run-Time 
Environment menu. 

Do not select more than one example target at a time in a project. Each example has its 
own main entry point, so selecting more than one at a time will cause build errors. 

 

Figure 9: Manage Run-Time Environment Window 

CONFIGURING TARGET OPTIONS 

After creating the project, open Project-> Options for Target to modify target settings. These settings need 
to be modified for each RC10001 project. 

Linker Tab 

The linker tab (see Figure 10) controls the operation of the link step of a build. 

Clear R/W Base Address (R/W Base Box) 

Click on the “Linker” tab. Keil assumes that the target device uses both RAM and flash memory. However, 
the RC10001 does not have a flash portion of memory. To account for this, the user must clear the R/W 
Base to indicate that no flash memory is used. 

Include Scatter File (Scatter File Box) 

To run code from external memory, the user must include a scatter file. A scatter file is used by the linker 
and loader to place code segments at specific addresses. Enter the file location of the project’s scatter file 
into the Scatter File field. The RelChip pack installs blinkyExternal.scatter at 
ARM\PACK\\RelChip\RC10000\[version]\Examples\blinkyExternal\blinkyExternal.scatter. The Kiel 
documentation describes the scatter file options, but the use of it in the code C “attributes” and assembly 
“AREA” directives will illustrate the use. 
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Additional Linker Commands (Misc Controls Box) 

During project build, Keil runs an “unused section” elimination optimization. The “keep” command 
includes all object code. This is used to keep constant code sections. To specify that none of these 
sections can be removed, use: “--keep=*.o”. 

An entry point is always required for a project. “Reset_Handler” is the standard entry point found in the 
startup files. To define this entry point, use: “--entry Reset_Handler”.  

 

 

Figure 10: Linker Tab        

 

Debug Tab 

Click on the “Debug” tab. The user can run application code on Keil either through its built-in simulator or 
externally through a debugger. Accordingly, the Debug tab is organized into two sections. The left side 
contains simulator settings and the right side contains debugger settings. The user must define the 
appropriate initialization file to run any application code with a RC10001 target device. 

Simulator 

To run code using the simulator, click on the “Use” circle on the simulator side. 

The simulator requires the RC10001sim.ini initialization file. This file is a memory map for read and write 
provisions. The RelChip pack installs this file at 
ARM\PACK\RelChip\RC10000\[version]\Device\RC10001sim.ini.  
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Debugger 

To run code using the RC10001_DB, click on the “Use” circle on the debugger side. Select “ULINK2/ME 
Cortex Debugger” from the adjacent field. 

The Debugger requires the RC10001dbg.ini initialization file. This file loads the code and starts the 
processor. The RelChip pack installs this file at 
ARM\PACK\RelChip\RC10000\[version]\Device\RC10001dbg.ini.  

Uncheck the “Load Application at Startup” box. RC10001dbg.ini loads the application at startup on its 
own. 

 

Figure 11: Debug Tab 

FROMELF COMMANDS 

Keil allows you to run programs before, during, and after your build to pre or post process your build. Kiel 
also provides a utility, fromelf, that performs a great number of conversions for you. The complete 
documentation is provided by Keil. We will use it to create a listing output for our build of blinky. 

A listing file is very useful because it contains a wealth of information about the compilation process. It 
contains several sections, including compiler information, compiler commands, source code, assembly 
code, memory areas, warnings, and errors.  
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Fromelf commands are entered in Project-> Options for Target-> User tab. The command to create a 
listing file is “fromelf -c -s -o .\Listings\blinky.lst .\Objects\blinky.axf”. 

Sources with multiple blocks (i.e. using a .scatter file) require a fromelf conversion to collect the binary 
into one file. This file will be used as the source to boot packing programs, enabling booting from the 
UART, the SPI, and external memory. The command to create the single binary file is “fromelf -bin -output 
.\Objects\blinkyExternal.bin .\Objects\blinkyExternal.axf”. 

You are encouraged to read the Keil documentation for the variety of conversions available. 

 

 

Figure 12: fromelf Command 
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BUILD ALL TARGET FILES 

Select Project-> Rebuild all Target Files to build the project.  

 

Figure 13: Build Output 

KEIL SIMULATOR 

The Keil software includes a built-in simulator. It provides complete instruction set simulation for the 
RC10001. When debugging a program, op-codes are interpreted and executed just as their 
corresponding instructions would be interpreted. This allows program execution without hardware within a 
fully controlled environment. This dynamic testing is available at every stage of software development. 
The simulation traces data, registers, and instructions to give a full insight into the system. 

However, without pins to detect and an inability to correctly address multiple registers with the same 
address (as in the UART), debug of the system will be incomplete using this approach. For this tutorial, 
we can directly observe the LEDs on the development system for proper program execution. In the 
simulator, we can observe the GPIO values to achieve the same result. 
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Figure 14: Simulator Window 

 

RUNNING BLINKYEXTERNAL ON RC10001_DB-THE DEBUG OPTION 

After creating the project and configuring all necessary target options, the user is ready to run 
blinkyExternal using the RC10001_DB. 

Develop with the RC10001_DB 

Make sure that the RC10001_DB development system is connected to the computer, that the system is 
being powered, and that the power switch is toggled on. See the RC10001_DB Development System 
Reference documentation for help with the RC10001_DB. 

A development board socket must be populated with a RelChip RC2110836 RAM to run code from 
external memory. 

Start Debug Session 

Once the project is built, select Debug-> Start/Stop Debug Session to enter the debug mode. 
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Figure 15: Debugger Window 

BLINKYEXTERNAL FUNCTIONALITY 

The blinkyExternal example displays a sequence of LEDs on the RC10001_DB. The LEDs illuminate in a 
binary counter-like fashion.  

Pressing the GPIO3_0 switch slows down the LED sequence. Pressing the GPIO2_11 switch speeds up 
the LED sequence. 

 

Figure 16: Keil Debug 
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